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Your child will learn about a variety of topics at school. Read about what to expect over the years so you can better support your education. You want to indicate the because of things – why something is the way it is, or why it happened the way it did? If so, there are many ways to do it in Spanish, in addition to the widely used porque,
usually translated as why. Indicating causality can be somewhat confusing for people learning Spanish, partly because there is no one-to-one correspondence between the terms of English and Spanish. Above all, because and because of they translate differently to Spanish, and the English word as it often means the same as because
but not always. These are the most common ways of expressing causality: By far the most common translation of why, because it is used in all kinds of situations: Como porque tengo hambre. (I'm eating because I'm hungry.) I'm afraid I had a miedo. (He ran away because he was afraid.) I'm looking for ayuda in this group because I can
not bajar videos. (I'm looking for help in this group because I can't download videos.) Because it's usually followed by a combination of words you might be alone as a phrase, so it wouldn't normally be used to translate because of. As a rule of attorney, unlike most of the other words and phrases listed here, the fear that it cannot be used
to start a sentence. The porqué of is a common way of saying the reason for and is usually followed by a noun or substantive phrase: He does not explain the porqué de su beso (He did not explain the reason for his kiss.) I need to know the porqué de esto. (I need to know the reason for this.) Standing alone as a preposition, fear
frequently indicates the cause and can be translated into a wide variety of ways, including because of. Lo hice por miedo. (I did it out of fear. Voy in Peru by las ruinas. (I'm going to Peru because of the ruins.) Hago cosas buenas por malas razones. (I do good things for bad reasons.) Ganó por trabajar mucho. (He won because he worked
hard. He won for a lot of work. Except when used as fear what in a question, fear is usually not used to start sentences. Also note that fear is a versatile preposition, which has numerous other uses that are not related to causality. A cause of, which is usually followed by a noun or noun phrase, is a common way of saying because of.
Salion because of his padre. (He left because of his father.) Durmion due to its enfermidad. (She slept because of her illness.) I escaped home because of mis padres. (I ran away from home because of my parents.) A phrase used in a similar way when something is missing is a fault of, which means because of the lack of. Salió in the
absence of dinero. (He left for lack of money. He left because of a lack of money.) Habrá 24 million single hombres in China in the absence of mujeres. (There will be 24 million single men in China due to a lack of women.) As it is used in several ways, many of which can be for English as; when used to indicate cause reaches the
beginning of the sentence. Como was enferma, not salion. (Because she was sick, she didn't leave.) As soy estudiante, I have the fines of weekly books. (Because I'm a student, I have my weekends for free.) Debido a can be translated as a cause of; the one that is added when what follows could be presented as a sentence. Necesitan
chains debido a la nieve. (Chains are necessary due to snow.) The population is abrumada debido to the tierra be temblando. (People are tired because the ground keeps shaking.) Wall Street cae debido that the precious crudo affect the energy sector. (Wall Street is falling because crude oil prices affect the energy sector.) The
sentences dado that, since, in view of that, and I puesto that all mean roughly in light of the fact that and can often be translated as because. Since he's intelligent, I don't have to study. (Because he's smart he doesn't have to study.) Dado que hay pocos resources, I can not study. (Because there aren't many resources, I can't study.) I
digo them a mensaje breve in view of that stoy occupied. (I'm leaving you a short message because I'm busy.) I can have hambre, voy to salir. (Because I'm hungry I'm going to go.) Gracias a literally translates as thanks to but it can also mean because. It will save the gracias tortoise in Greenpeace. (The turtles were saved thanks to
Greenpeace.) Soy quien soy gracias a mi familia. (I'm who I am because of my family.) Photo (c) monkeybusinessimages - Getty ImagesSe well musical talent may not come easily for all consumers, taking music lessons in high school can actually benefit students in other subject areas. Researchers at the University of British Columbia
explained that a music budget is usually the first to be cut, but after seeing improvements in scores in English, math and science, school officials might want to think twice before getting rid of music lessons. Often, resources for music education - including hiring trained, specialized music educators, and band and string instruments - are
cut or unavailable in elementary and high schools so they can focus on math, science and English, said researcher Peter Gouzouasis. The irony is that music education - multiple years of high-quality instrumental learning and playing in a band or orchestra or singing in a choir at an advanced level - may be the same one that improves
comprehensive academic achievement and an ideal way for students to learn more in schools. Musical issuesThe researchers analyzed the test scores of more than 112,000 students who graduated from high school in British Columbia between 2012 and 2015. To qualify for the study, students forced to take a music class that either had
them playing instruments, such as orchestra or jazz band, or singing, such as choir or voice. The researchers found that when students took classes that improve their instrument game, their improved; However, the academic results were not as strong when students focused on singing. The researchers explained that playing an
instrument requires a very unique skill set that is often as demanding - if not more so -- than a typical academic class. All these learning experiences, and more, play a role in improving the cognitive abilities of the learner, executive functions, motivation to learn at school and self-efficity. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed
daily newsletter! Spanish pronouns are generally used as their English counterparts. The biggest difference is that subject pronouns (those used to say who or what is performing the action of the main verb in a sentence) can be omitted where they are required in English. In other words, pronouns subject in Spanish are mainly used for
clarity or emphasis. yo — Itú — you (singular familiar)usted — tu (singular formal)él, ella — he, shenosotros, nosotras — wevosotros, vosotras — tu (plural familiar)ustedes — you (plural formal)ellos, ellas — these are called personal subject pronouns to distinguish them from demonstrative pronouns, the equivalent of words like this and
these. There is also an ello pronoun theme, which may be the rough equivalent of this, but is rarely used. Note that although él, she, ellos and hers usually refer to people or animals, they can sometimes refer to inanimate objects, with the pronoun matching the grammatical genus of the object or objects it refers to. Vosotros and vosotras
are rarely used in most of Latin America, where ustedes can be used even when talking to close friends or children. Because verbal conjugation often suggests who or what the subject of a sentence is, you can correctly leave the subject pronoun or place it in various places in the sentence. Voy a la escuela, yo voy a la escuela, voy yo a
la escuela, and voy a la escuela yo are all grammatically correct ways of saying I go to school (although the final option would be very infrequent except if it is said for poetic effect). But placing the pronoun can make a difference in how the sentence is understood. To see how these pronouns are used, examine the following phrases.
Thematic pronouns, where they are used, are bold: Mi hermano es muy inteligente. He's a doctor. (My brother is intelligent. He is a doctor.) — No subject pronoun is needed in the second sentence, because the subject of the sentence is made clear by context and verbal form. Mis mejores amigos se llaman Roberto, Ahmad y Suzanne.
Student son. (My best friends are Roberto, Ahmad and Suzanne. They are students.) — The pronoun is unnecessary in the second Spanish sentence and would not normally be used because who they are referring to. It's easy to understand the book. (It's easy to understand the book.) — No pronoun is used to translate an impersonal
use of it. Mi hermano y su esposa are intelligent. She's a doctor, and she's crazy. (My brother and wife are intelligent. He is a doctor, and she is a lawyer.) — In this case, thematic pronouns él and she are used for clarity. You, she and yo vamos in the movies. (You, she and I are going to the movies.) — Note that in this construction the
first-person form of the verb is used (the one that would be used with the equivalent of us. Therefore, it is possible to use this verb form without using the pronoun nosotros. Jordi. (Do it.) Hazlo you. (You do.) — In an order like this, adding the theme often has a similar effect to its use in English. Although grammatically not necessary, the
addition of the course serves to put additional emphasis on the subject. She sings bien. (She's menting well.) Sing bien her. She's lying well. — The pronoun would be used in the first sentence if there is no context to clearly indicate who is being talked about. By placing it at the end of the second sentence, the speaker is placing a strong
emphasis on the pronoun. The emphasis on the second sentence is on the singer and not on the singing.Are you going to sale? (Are you leaving?) Are you going to say that? (Are you leaving?) — The first sentence is a simple, inflection-free question. But the second, adding the theme at the end of the sentence, is placing a strong
emphasis on the person leaving. Could a possible translation even be you're leaving? Or could one make English like He leaves? with a stress or emphasis on you. Nunca goes to the center. (She never goes downtown.) Ya ha salido él. (He's already got away with it.) — It is common when certain adverbs begin a sentence to immediately
follow the adverb with the verb, followed by the subject. Special emphasis on the subject is not intended. Adverbs often used in this way include nunca, ya, bastante and quizás.- Te amo, dijo él. — I also love you, answer her. (I love you, he said. I love you too, he replied.) — When reporting what people have said, it is common to use the
subject pronoun after verbs such as decir (to say), ask (ask), and answer (to answer). Special emphasis on the speaker is not intended. (Note: Scripts in Spanish phrases are a type of quote.) brand.)
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